Math On-boarding

Math department recruitments typically require applicants to select one or more specializations from a list of fixed Math Subject Classifications. Adding this long list of specializations for every recruitment is inconvenient. In order to make it easier for math departments to collect relevant information from applicants through the Recruit application, we have implemented a **fixed template of AMS Math Subject Classification numbers**. Selecting this option will add all of the MSC numbers and set the Specialization format to Ranked list (required for applicants).

Multi-level recruitments

We have made progress in the story to create and configure levels in a multi-level recruitment. Analysts can now **customize the ordering of levels from the Details page**. This level customization will be reflected throughout the application and will allow analysts to have greater control over the appearance of their job advertisements.

We also added a **new primary specializations filter** on the Applicants section of a JPF to help committees and analysts view the applications that they should be reviewing.
Recruitments
The big move to dismantle our legacy Create New Recruitment Wizard continues. We have moved more fields out of the Create New Recruitment wizard. The fields **Initial Search Allocation and Search Breadth** have been relocated from the configuration wizard to later in the recruitment-creation process.

Bugs ‘n stuff

- Added new title codes for veterinary sciences as per UCOP and UCD’s requests
- Information retrieval for UCOP related to a 3 year research project on advancing faculty diversity
- Updated online help documentation to assist users in using the Ranked List format for specializations
- Updated the functionality for the saved workspaces to help support future improvements to workspaces
- Fixed an issue where Deans and Dean’s Analysts were unable to view Advertisements section of recruitments
- Fixed an issue where Equity Advisor section of the Diversity tab was not updating without a page reload
- Fixed an issue where Exemption requests were incorrectly required for approval submission in certain situations